Technology Take-Aways This Trimester

Millbury Street Elementary School & North Street Elementary School
A new year, new computers! Over the summer, our computer labs were outfitted with brand new Dell
computers. All students in grades 2 through 6 now have their own unique passwords for their Google accounts.
They have done a tremendous job learning their passwords and accessing their accounts on their own.
Internet safety was how we kicked things off! We learned how to become respectful and responsible users
on the internet and while on the computers. We reviewed Grafton’s Acceptable Use Policy and learned the basic
rules to help us throughout the year.
We need to keep safe and not share our personal information with others. It is important to keep telling a
trusted adult if you feel uncomfortable. Make sure to Keep away from Internet strangers. We also talked about
the importance of treating others the way we want to be treated and choosing our words carefully.
Grade 2
* Kid Pix - A unit teaching students how to
navigate a computer program and to save each
slide individually creating comprehensive slide
show with sound to share with the class.

Grade 3
*Internet Safety Slides - Students recap their
very important learnings of Internet Safety while
reintroducing themselves to Google Classroom
and Google Slides.

Grade 4
* Welcome to the Web - a unit teaching students
different aspects of the web and how to
navigate around it - ask your student about the
challenge activity and if they caught the
criminal!

Grade 5
* Difference between
plagiarism & copyright
* Website evaluation - what
makes a website credible?
Remember CRAAP
* Research projects - How to
look for resources, compile
notes, create slide show and present
information

* Tagul - combining our language arts and
technology skills to create fantastic word clouds
Grade 6
* Scratch: create animations, games, etc. and
learn the beginning steps to computer
programming.
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